


Solo Mode 1: 
Overview
Magic not seen since the time 
of the Ancients has returned. As 
this power seeps back into the 
land the darkness that has dwelt 
uncontested for generations 
begins to stir, sensing this 
resurgence and a call to secure 
its foothold in the realm. You 
encounter Tik-Tik, an emissary of 
the greater power to come, sent 
to channel the currents of magic 
and foster their full return. 

Together you venture forth into 
these uncertain times, seeking 
to grow in honor and repel the 
oppressive darkness that seeks to 
claim you.

In this mode you play a standard 
game of Vindication, exploring 
the island, building a party of 
companions, defeating monsters, 
developing traits and acquiring 
relics – all while attempting to 
keep at bay defilement that 
spreads throughout the land. 

Pursue your goals but be mindful 
to remove defilement blocks as 
they enter play (lest the island 
become overrun) and do it all 
with an eye toward efficiency – 
the crucial moment approaches 
when your honor and mastery-of-
self will determine your fate.

Solo Adventure 1: 
“Vindication”

Game Setup 
The game sets up as normal  
with the following exceptions: 

Secret Quests, End-Game 
Triggers, Journey Cards, 
Expansions, Promos

These items are not used and 
should remain in the box. 

End-Game Marker

Place the wooden 
threshold token from 
the Guilds & Alliances expansion 
on the scoring track at space 15. 
For the purposes of solo mode 
this token will be referred to as 
the “end-game marker.”

Player Standee

Place your standee on the 
triangular starting position 
(spaces numbered 1-12 around 
the edge of the map) of your 
choice. There is no strategic 
difference between starting 
positions. 

Tik-Tik

Do not draw a starting 
companion. Instead, attach the 
pet card “Tik-Tik, the Gleaming” 
to your player tile. 

Tik-Tik, the Gleaming

While your character is active, choose one:

Absorb: 
Convert: 

0
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Solo Adventure 1: 
“Vindication”

BUILDING SITE

Gameplay
Gameplay proceeds as in the 
base game, except as noted 
below.

End-Game Marker

After every turn, progress 
the end-game marker along 
the scoring track two spaces 
counterclockwise. 

For example, after your first turn, 
move the end-game marker from 
15 to 13 on the scoring track. 

The end-game marker and your 
scoring disc advance around 
the scoring track in opposite 
directions. When these tokens 
reach each other (either marker 
moves onto or past the space 
occupied by the other) the game 
ends immediately. 

Defiled Regions & Defilement

After visiting a map region, 
spread defilement by placing 
2 black defilement blocks on 
the map—one on each of the 2 
adjacent regions you didn’t visit. 

You may opt to use 1 conviction 
to prevent both of these 
defilement blocks from spreading 
onto the map. Note:  using the 
“rest” action does not spread 
defilement.

 → A region with a defilement 
block on it cannot be visited.

 → Tik-Tik can remove defilement 
from map regions.

 → If you need to place a block 
and none are available, you 
immediately lose the game.

Mastery & Proficiency Tiles

Place the 6 mastery tiles beneath 
the related attribute circles. Pile 
1 matching proficiency tile on top 
of each mastery tile. 

For example, place the green 
Wisdom mastery tile beneath the 
green attribute sphere, then place 
a single green Wisdom proficiency 
tile on top of it. 

Defilement Blocks

  Place 9 black blocks 
  beside the board 
  and within reach —  
  this is known as your 
  “defilement” supply. 

Destroyed Region Tiles

Place the six building site tiles 
beside the board and within 
reach. For the 
purposes of 
solo mode, 
these are 
“destroyed 
region tiles”.

Companion, Monster, 
Relic, and Trait Cards 

Remove the cards listed on  
p. 18-19 from the game and 
place them back in the box.
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Trigger Tokens

Over time, defilement will 
take it’s toll on you and your 
party. When a trigger token is 
reached (either by the end-game 
marker or your scoring disc) roll 
both black dice and apply the 
following defilement affects: 

Death:  your champion 
dies (can be prevented 
using conviction)

 
Fatigue: add 1 influence 
to all companions.

 
Confusion:  move the 
end-game marker 
forward 2 spaces.

Destroyed Regions 

If a region you place a block on is 
already defiled (has a black block 
on it) it becomes destroyed.

 → Cover that region with a 
“destroyed region” tile and 
place both of the black 
defilement blocks on it. This 
region cannot be used for the 
remainder of the game.  
A destroyed region cannot 
have more than 2 defilement 
at any time.

 → Destroyed regions remain 
destroyed, even if defilement 
blocks are removed.

Defilement of the Island

 → If ever you must place 
defilement but there are 
no viable targets (adjacent 
regions are destroyed) you 
immediately lose the game.

 → At the end of the game, suffer 
—1 honor for each defilement 
block in play and —3 honor 
for each destroyed region.

Removing Defilement

The only way to remove 
defilement blocks is Tik-Tik, 
the Gleaming’s ability.

Once per turn, if you have 
activated your character this 
turn, Tik-Tik may perform one of 
two actions: 

 → Absorb Defilement: 
Move a block from an 
adjacent region onto Tik-Tik.

 → Consume Defilement: 
Remove a block from Tik-Tik 
and return it to the defilement 
supply. You may augment one 
block this turn.

Notes About Tik-Tik:

 → Tik-Tik may never carry more 
than 3 defilement blocks.

 → Tik-Tik must remain attached 
to your character and may 
not be transferred. 

 → Defilement on Tik-Tik is 
considered “in play.” 

Controlling Regions

Area control is not used in this 
mode. You cannot take control of 
regions.

Proficiency Tiles

In order to pursue a mastery 
tile you will need to meet the 
requirements necessary to 
unlock the proficiency (remove 
the proficiency tile). To unlock a 
proficiency you must: 

 → Obtain 2 cards of that color 
through game play.

 → After they have been acquired, 
use two of that attribute, as 
a bonus action, to unlock 
the proficiency (remove the 
proficiency tile from the 
game).
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70

End Game Scoring

Award honor for:

 → Mastery tiles earned 
(honor value shown on tile)

 → End-game bonuses on cards 
(i.e., monsters) 

Remove honor for:

 → Defilement blocks in play 
(—1 honor per block)

 → Destroyed regions 
(—3 honor per region)

 → Mastery tiles not earned 
(—honor value shown on tile)

Victory Condition

If your scoring marker is on a 
space of higher numerical value 
than the end-game marker — you 
and have successfully withstood 
the darkness — you win! 

Loss Conditions

If any of the following occur, the 
darkness overtakes you and you 
lose the game immediately.

 → 9 defilement blocks are in 
play (anywhere on the 
board or on cards)

 → Defilement must be placed 
but there are no viable places 
to do so

 → 6 regions are destroyed

 → Scoring disc drops lower on 
the scoring track than the 
end-game marker after 
end-game scoring is 
completed

Mastery Tiles

Once you have unlocked the 
proficiency, immediately place 
the mastery tile along the edge  
of the scoring track (alongside 
one of the numbered spaces 
between your scoring marker 
and the end-game marker).  

For example, if your scoring 
disc is at 63, and the end-game 
marker is at 75, you may place the 
mastery tile alongside either the 
65 or 70 spaces. In most cases, it’s 
beneficial to place it as close to 
your scoring disc as possible. 

 → If your scoring marker 
successfully reaches (or 
passes) the space the mastery 
tile is aligned with, you have 
earned that mastery and will 
gain its honor at game end. 

 → Any unearned mastery tiles 
will count against your honor 
total at the end of the game.

 → Only one mastery tile may 
be placed at each numbered 
space along the track.

 → If there are no available 
numbered spaces between 
the scoring and end-game 
markers, mastery tiles may 
not be placed and thus may 
not be earned. 

Ending the Game

When the end-game and scoring 
markers meet (one moves onto 
or past the space occupied 
by the other) the game ends 
immediately. 5



Solo Adventure 2: 
“The Awakening”

“The Awakening” 
Overview
The Awakening is more than 
magic reborn, it is the soul of 
the land in crisis. Ronak, Earth 
Trembler, roams free, defiling the 
land and spreading annihilation 
in his wake.

Your journey for redemption 
comes alongside that of the 
island itself as you join its 
returning Guardians, seek to 
banish the darkness, and usher  
in a bold new age of light. 

In this mode, your goal is to join 
Tik-Tik, your tiny new Guardian 
friend, in lighting pillars of spirit 
fire around the island, calling 
forth a resurgence of magic to 
summon and strengthen the 
ancient Guardian Tuuk-Tuuk and 
then prove yourself honorable 
enough that he heed your call to 
banish Ronak from the land.

 → Build magical “spirit fires” 
to summon Tuuk-Tuuk and 
unlock his abilities.

 → Hold back the spread of 
defilement across the land. 

 → Obtain three honor tokens by 
exploring the land; building 
a party of companions, 
defeating monsters, 
developing traits and 
acquiring relics.

 → Once you have lit all of the 
spirit fires and attained 
enough honor, you’ll trigger 
Tuuk-Tuuk’s final ability and 
banish Ronak from the realm!

Game Setup 
The game sets up as normal  
with the following exceptions: 

Secret Quests, End-Game 
Triggers, Journey Cards, 
Expansions, Promos

These items are not used and 
should remain in the box. 

Track Board & Tuuk-Tuuk

Place the track board near the 
main board in easy reach, along 
with the Tuuk-Tuuk hex tile (you 
may opt to use a Tuuk-Tuuk 
miniature instead).

Spirit Fire Tokens

Place 7 spirit fire 
tokens in the 
slots on the 
lower track. 

Companion, Relic, Monster, 
Trait Cards 

Remove cards according to the 
guide on page 18-19.

SUMMON/MOVETUUK-TUUK
LESSER BOONS

ADD A DESTRUCTION BLOCK IF:
→ Ronak Destroys a Region→ Ronak Kills a Companion→ Ronak Delivers a Blow to Tuuk-Tuuk

WIN CONDITION:→ Tuuk-Tuuk Unleashes the “Final Banishing” Power

LOSS CONDITIONS:→ All Black Defilement Blocks are in Play
→ 6 Map Regions Have Been Destroyed
→ Gray Annihilation Blocks Have Reached
 Spirit Fire on this Adventure Track

GREATER BOONS FINAL BANISHING
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Solo Adventure 2: 
“The Awakening”

Tik-Tik

Do not draw a starting 
companion. Instead, attach the 
pet card “Tik-Tik, the Gleaming” 
to your player tile. 

Defilement Blocks

Place 9 black blocks 
from the community 
tray beside the main 
board. This is the 
“defilement” supply. 

Ronak Miniature & 
Academy Tile

Place the Academy region tile in 
the center of the map and the 
Ronak miniature on top of it. 

Annihilation Blocks

Place 10 gray 
annihilation 
blocks from the gray 
player tray beside the 
adventure track. This 
is Ronak’s “annihilation” 
supply. Return remaining gray 
components to the box.

Tik-Tik, the Gleaming

While your character is active, choose one:
Absorb: 

Convert: 

0

Destroyed Region Tiles

Place the six 
building site tiles 
beside the board 
and within reach. 
For the purposes 
of this mode these 
are “destroyed 
region tiles”.

Dice

Set the white die from 
Vindication base game, and both 
dice from the Leaders & Alliances 
expansion beside the board. 
Return the standard black die to 
the box. 

Player Standee

Place your standee on the 
triangular starting position 
(spaces numbered 1-12 around 
the edge of the map) of your 
choice. There is no strategic 
difference between starting 
positions.

Honor Tokens (Trigger Tokens)

Place 3 trigger tokens on 
the honor track spaces 
marked 30, 45, and 60. You 
will not need the 4th. For 
the purposes of this mode 
these are “honor tokens.”

When your scoring disc reaches 
an honor token on the scoring 
track, you have earned that 
honor token. Place it in the 
designated area on the track 
board.

Proficiency Tiles

Proficiency tiles are acquired as 
normal, (use 3 of that attribute), 
but are spent on powerful boons 
(p. 14-15).

BUILDING SITE

ACADEMY

2

SUMMON/MOVETUUK-TUUK
LESSER BOONS

ADD A DESTRUCTION BLOCK IF:
→ Ronak Destroys a Region→ Ronak Kills a Companion→ Ronak Delivers a Blow to Tuuk-Tuuk

WIN CONDITION:→ Tuuk-Tuuk Unleashes the “Final Banishing” Power

LOSS CONDITIONS:→ All Black Defilement Blocks are in Play
→ 6 Map Regions Have Been Destroyed
→ Gray Annihilation Blocks Have Reached
 Spirit Fire on this Adventure Track

GREATER BOONS FINAL BANISHING
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Difficulty 
Adjustment 
Complete one of the 
following options as the 
final stage of setup.

Easy Mode

 → Place scoring disc on 
the scoring track at 25.

 → Place 3 of each 
proficiency tile in the 
appropriate spaces.

 → Start Ronak’s 
annihilation at 0 
(no blocks on the track).

Standard Mode

 → Place scoring disc on 
the scoring track at 20.

 → Place 2 of each 
proficiency tile in the 
appropriate spaces.

 → Start Ronak’s 
annihilation at 1 
(1 block on the track).

Hard Mode

 → Place scoring disc on 
the scoring track at 15.

 → Place 1 of each 
proficiency tile in the 
appropriate spaces.

 → Start Ronak’s 
annihilation at 3 
(3 blocks on the track).

Gameplay
Gameplay proceeds as in the 
base game, except as noted 
below.

Victory Conditions 

You immediately win the game if:

 → You initiate Tuuk-Tuuk’s “Final 
Banishment” ability before 
any of the defeat conditions 
are met. 

Defeat Conditions

You immediately lose the game if:

 → All defilement blocks are 
in play.

 → All 6 destroyed region 
(building site) tiles are in play.

 → Ronak’s annihilation 
blocks overtake your  
spirit fire tokens on the 
annihilation track. 

The Track Board 

The spirit fire (lower) track 
denotes Tuuk-Tuuk’s return to 
the realm and Ronak’s quest to 
defeat him before he reaches full 
power!

As you light spirit fires, you will 
move these tokens from this 
track onto the main board, 
summoning Tuuk-Tuuk and 
unlocking his abilities as you go. 

Meanwhile, Ronak will be adding 
his own destructive power 
blocks to the annihilation track, 
attempting to overtake and 
quench the fires before they can 
be lit. If Ronak’s annihilation 
blocks catch (reach alignment 
with) the spirit fire tokens 
on the other track, you lose 
immediately. 

Note:  No Controlled Regions

Area control is not used in this 
mode. You cannot take control  
of regions. Conviction in this 
mode is primarily used to light 
spirit fires.
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Spirit Fires

At the start of the game there are 
7 spirit fire tokens in the slots of 
the bottom track. Each time  
you light a fire on the map, the 
left-most spirit fire token is 
moved to the main board. 

Lighting Spirit Fires

To light a spirit fire the following 
criteria must be met:

 → Your player standee is 
adjacent to three “open” 
regions (tiles are not 
destroyed, contain no spirit 
fires, contain no defilement). 

 → Ronak is not on any adjacent 
regions. 

If the above are true, you may (as 
a bonus action) use 1 conviction 
to light a spirit fire. Move the left-
most fire token from the track 
board onto any of the 3 adjacent 
regions. 

Snuffing Spirit Fires

Spirit fires may be snuffed out in 
the following ways:

 → Ronak or Tuuk-Tuuk move 
onto a region containing a 
spirit fire token. 

 → Ronak executes his “Drain the 
Earth” ability while adjacent 
to spirit fire token(s). 

 
When a spirit fire is snuffed 
out, return the fire token to the 
right-most slot of the track board 
that does not already contain 
a fire token. If the slot above it 
contains a Ronak annihilation 
block, you immediately lose the 
game.

Spirit Fire Track Unlocks

Some spaces on the spirit fire 
track are associated with events 
and/or Tuuk-Tuuk abilities. When 
the spirit fire token in that slot 
is placed on the main board, 
take the associated ability card. 
If a spirit fire token is returned 
to those slots as the result of 
being snuffed out, those unlocks 
become locked again.

When the spirit fire token in the 
slot marked with “Summon and 
Move Tuuk-Tuuk” is transferred to 
the main board, take the “Move” 
ability card.

Tuuk-Tuuk is then summoned 
onto one of the 3 open map 
regions (the spirit fire onto 
another). If a spirit fire token 
later refills this slot, Tuuk-Tuuk 
immediately leaves play.

Ronak’s Annihilation Power

When certain conditions are 
met, increase the annihilation 
level. Add one gray block to 
the left-most empty slot on 
the annihilation track. Ronak’s  
annihilation level increases by 1 
each time he:

 → Kills one of your companions.

 → Delivers a blow to  
Tuuk-Tuuk.

 → Destroys a region.
 
If Ronak’s annihilation blocks 
catch (reach alignment with) the 
spirit fire tokens on the tracks, 
you immediately lose the game. 

SUMMON/MOVE
TUUK-TUUK

LESSER 
BOONS

ADD A DESTRUCTION BLOCK IF:
→ Ronak Destroys a Region
→ Ronak Kills a Companion
→ Ronak Delivers a Blow to Tuuk-Tuuk

WIN CONDITION:
→ Tuuk-Tuuk Unleashes the
 “Final Banishing” Power

LOSS CONDITIONS:
→ All Black Defilement Blocks are in Play
→ 6 Map Regions Have Been Destroyed
→ Gray Annihilation Blocks Have Reached
 Spirit Fire on this Adventure Track

GREATER 
BOONS

FINAL 
BANISHING
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Defilement Blocks

As Ronak moves across the map, 
he leaves black defilement blocks 
on the map regions.

 → When Ronak moves, place 
a defilement block on the 
region he just left.

 → A defiled region cannot be 
visited (you must remove 
the defilement to take a visit 
action on that region).

 → If ever you need to place a 
defilement block but cannot 
(all 9 blocks are in play) you 
immediately lose the game.

 → Defilement can be removed 
by Tik-Tik and Tuuk-Tuuk. 

 → Defilement on Tik-Tik counts 
as “in play” for purposes of 
defeat conditions.

Destroyed Regions

If Ronak moves onto a region 
that is already defiled (has a 
black block on it) that region 
becomes destroyed. 

 → Increase the annihilation 
level by 1. 

 → Return the defilement block 
to the supply. 

 → Cover that region with a 
“destroyed region” tile, 
placing Ronak on top.

 → This region cannot be used 
for the remainder of the game 
unless through a Tuuk-Tuuk 
boon. 

 → Destroyed regions cannot be 
repaired or rebuilt.

 → Destroyed regions do not 
accrue defilement. 

Ronak Turn Abilities
Ronak moves around the island 
spreading defilement, destroying 
regions, and dousing spirit fires. 

You and Ronak alternate turns. 
On his turn, Ronak moves first, 
then uses an ability. The abilities 
are determined by 3 dice:

 →  Ability Die (Leaders 
& Alliances black die)

 → Primary Movement 
Die (core game 
white die)

 → Secondary Movement 
Die (Leaders & 
Alliances white die)

At the start of Ronak’s turn, 
roll the ability and primary 
movement dice simultaneously. 

(The secondary movement die is 
only used as necessary and can be 
set aside until needed.)

Ronak Movement
Regular Movement

Ronak moves on the region 
tiles. Move Ronak one tile in 
the direction of the attribute 
circle indicated on the primary 
movement die. If there is not 
a clear movement choice (two 
tiles are equally viable), roll the 
secondary movement die to 
augment the first roll (p. 16-17).

Rolling Opposites: Root Pull

If the icon on the secondary die is 
directly opposite the primary die 
(directly across from each other 
on the board) it triggers Ronak’s 
root pull ability. Ronak doesn’t 
move, instead:

 → Move your standee to the 
nearest space adjacent to 
Ronak (p. 16-17).
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Rolling Doubles: Drain the Earth

If the icon(s) on the primary and 
secondary dice match, it triggers 
Ronak’s Drain the Earth ability (p. 
16-17). Instead of moving, Ronak:

 → Snuffs out all adjacent  
spirit fires (return these to 
right-most open slots on the 
spirit fire track). 

 → Destroys the region Ronak 
occupies if not already 
destroyed (cover region 
with “destroyed region”  
tile, increase annihilation 
level by 1).

 → If you are adjacent: kills 
highest initiative companion 
(increase annihilation  
level  by 1).

 → If Tuuk-Tuuk is adjacent:  
Tuuk-Tuuk suffers a blow 
(increase  annihilation  
level  by 1). 

Dead End: Panic

If Ronak is at the edge of the 
map, and cannot complete 
his movement in the direction 
indicated by the primary die (he 
is already up against that color’s 
circle) he immediately executes a 
shriek (p. 17) and then retries his 
move ability: re-roll the primary 
movement die. Ronak can panic 
multiple times in a row.

Discovery

Ronak reveals undiscovered 
regions as he moves onto them. 
He does not reveal adjacent 
regions. If Ronak would move 
onto an undiscovered region, first 
draw and place a region tile from 
the bag onto the hex and then 
place Ronak on top of it. Ronak 
will never be on a space that 
does not contain a region tile.

Notes About Ronak Movement:

Ronak leaves a defilement block 
behind each time he moves off a 
region and destroys any defiled 
regions he moves onto.

Snuffing Spirit Fires

Ronak snuffs out any spirit fires 
on regions he moves on to, 
returning the spirit fire tokens to 
the spirit fire track.

Dealing a Blow to Tuuk-Tuuk

If Ronak would move onto a 
space occupied by Tuuk-Tuuk, 
Ronak doesn’t move. Instead, 
Tuuk-Tuuk suffers a blow, 
increasing the annihilation level 
by 1. 

Ronak Abilities
SHRIEK: You must 
add 1 influence to 
all companions. For 
each that you do not, 
that companion flees 
(back to the box). If 
Tuuk-Tuuk is adjacent 
to Ronak, he suffers 
a blow. 

CHARGE: Ronak 
moves 2 regions 
instead of 1 (in a 
straight line) in the 
direction indicated 
by the primary die. 
Use secondary die as 
necessary.

Charge can result in 
multiple defilement 
entering play.

Charge can result in 
Ronak panicking (see 
above) if he dead 
ends. 

RAMPAGE: Ronak 
immediately takes an 
additional turn.
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Tik-Tik
Once per turn, if you have 
activated your character this 
turn, Tik-Tik may perform one of 
two available abilities: 

 → Absorb Defilement:  Move a 
block from an adjacent region 
onto Tik-Tik’s card.

 → Consume Defilement: 
Remove a block from Tik-Tik 
and return it to the defilement 
supply. You may augment one 
block this turn.

Notes about Tik-Tik:

 → Tik-Tik may never carry more 
than 3 defilement.

 → Tik-Tik must remain attached 
to your character and may 
not be transferred. 

 → Defilement on Tik-Tik is 
considered “in play.” 

Tuuk-Tuuk
Summoning Tuuk-Tuuk

As soon as you 
have lit three 
spirit fires, 
Tuuk-Tuuk is 
immediately 
summoned 
and placed 
on any 
open region 
adjacent to your player 
standee. (You may use the 
Tuuk-Tuuk tile from the Myths 
& Wonders expansion, or one 
of his miniatures. There is no 
mechanical difference between 
these options.) 

If ever you have less than 
three spirit fires lit Tuuk-Tuuk 
recedes from the realm and is 
removed from the board. He will 
re-summon as soon as there are 
three spirit fires lit. 

Suffering Blows from Ronak

When summoned, Tuuk-Tuuk 
is not yet at full strength and 
is vulnerable to attacks from 
Ronak. If any of the following 
occur, Tuuk-Tuuk suffers a blow, 
increase the annihilation level 
by 1:

 → Tuuk-Tuuk is adjacent to 
Ronak when he performs his 
Drain the Earth ability.

 → Tuuk-Tuuk is adjacent to 
Ronak when he performs his 
Shriek ability. (Shrieks as the 
result of a dead-end panic 
deliver blows as well).

 → Ronak attempts to move 
onto the region Tuuk-Tuuk 
occupies. 

Tik-Tik, the Gleaming

While your character is active, choose one:

Absorb: Convert: 

0
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Tuuk-Tuuk’s Abilities
On your turn, as a bonus action, 
you may appeal to Tuuk-Tuuk as 
much as his current condition 
and your honor allow. 

Tuuk-Tuuk abilities are unlocked 
by lighting spirit fires. The 
first ability, “Roam the Island”, 
unlocks at the same time as 
Tuuk-Tuuk is summoned (take 
the “Roam the Island” ability 
card at this time).

To appeal to Tuuk-Tuuk for even 
this most basic ability you must 
have demonstrated yourself 
worthy. To make this appeal you 
must have 1 honor token. Move 
that honor token from the track 
board to the “Roam the Island” 
card to make the appeal and 
have Tuuk-Tuuk use that ability. 

Honor tokens return to the track 
board at the end of every turn. 

Appeals may be mixed and 
matched as long as the following 
are true:

 → The abilities in question 
have been unlocked 
(enough fires are lit).

 → You have enough honor 
tokens to use the ability. 

Roam the Island Use any number of honor tokens:move Tuuk-Tuuk that many spaces on the map. 
Remove any 

regions Tuuk-Tuuk enters (return to 
  

Movement can be 
other actions.

Roam the IslandU S E  1  H O N O R  T O KE N  P E R  S PAC E

Inspiration Boon 
 

open space on the map. 

Adjacency is not required.

Knowledge Boon 

Visit a region that has 

been destroyed (attributes 

Strength Boon 
Remove the right-most 

 

2

2

2

Lesser Boons

2  H O N O R  T O KE N S  :   C H O O S E  O N E

Courage Boon Dig for courage and take 
after this one.

Vision Boon 
 

 

Wisdom Boon 
from companions to your

2

2

2

Greater Boons2  H O N O R  T O KE N S  :   C H O O S E  O N E

Final Banishing 
Drive Ronak from the 

 

this game-ending move if: 

 

 are on the map

2) All three honor 

 tokens are available

3) Tuuk-Tuuk is adjacent 

 to Ronak on the map

 
You Win!

Final Banishing
U S E  3  H O N O R  T O KE N S
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                     Lesser and 
                     Greater Boons

You may appeal to Tuuk-Tuuk 
for powerful boons based 
on the attributes you have 
demonstrated proficiency in. 
To use a boon, you must:

 → Have unlocked the ability  
on the spirit fire track.

 → Have 2 available 
honor tokens.

 → Have a proficiency tile 
matching the attribute 
of the boon you desire.

 
To receive the boon, use 2 honor 
tokens (place them on your 
ability card) and turn in your 
proficiency (return it to the box, 
not the game board).

             Roam the Island

 → Tuuk-Tuuk moves on the 
region tiles.

 → If Tuuk-Tuuk moves onto an 
undiscovered region, reveal a 
tile from the bag and place it 
beneath him. 

 → If Tuuk-Tuuk moves onto a 
region with a spirit fire, the 
spirit fire is snuffed out and 
returns to the spirit fire track. 

 → If Tuuk-Tuuk moves onto a 
region with defilement on it, 
remove the defilement from 
the map and return it to the 
supply. 

 → Tuuk-Tuuk cannot rebuild 
destroyed regions. 

 → Tuuk-Tuuk cannot move onto 
a region occupied by Ronak. 

Example
You have 2 honor tokens. 
The spirit fires in the 
“Roam the Island” and 
“Lesser Boons” slots are 
on the map, meaning 
both of these actions are 
unlocked.

Roam the Island requires 
1 honor token, and 
Lesser Boons require 2 
each. 

You may decide to use 
both tokens to appeal 
for ‘Roam the Island’ 
twice. You may now 
move Tuuk-Tuuk two 
regions.

Inspiration Boon 
 

open space on the map. 

Adjacency is not required.

Knowledge Boon 

Visit a region that has 

been destroyed (attributes 

Strength Boon 
Remove the right-most 

 

2

2

2

Lesser Boons

2  H O N O R  T O KE N S  :   C H O O S E  O N E

Courage Boon Dig for courage and take 
after this one.

Vision Boon 
 

 

Wisdom Boon 
from companions to your

2

2

2

Greater Boons2  H O N O R  T O KE N S  :   C H O O S E  O N E
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Knowledge Boon

You may visit a 
destroyed region this 
turn as if it were not 
destroyed. 

Strength Boon

Reduce annihilation 
level by 1 (return a 
gray block from the 
annihilation track to 
the supply). 

Inspiration Boon

Immediately move 1 
spirit fire token from 
the spirit fire track to 
any open region. 

Vision Boon

Before rolling a die, 
you may choose the 
result without rolling. 
This affects any of 
the dice, during any 
die roll. 

Courage Boon

Ronak skips his next 
turn (you may take  
a second turn before 
rolling the dice 
again).

Wisdom Boon

Return up to 5 
influence from 
companions you 
control to your 
influence sphere.

                              Final 
                              Banishing

If the final banishing ability is 
successfully activated, you win 
the game! 

 → Final banishing must be 
unlocked (at least 6 spirit 
fires lit)

 → You must have all three 
unexahusted (available) 
honor tokens

 → Tuuk-Tuuk must be 
adjacent to Ronak

If the above conditions are 
correct, use all three honor 
tokens to initiate the banishing — 
congratulations, you win!

2

2

2

2

2

2

Inspiration Boon 
 

open space on the map. 

Adjacency is not required.

Knowledge Boon 

Visit a region that has 

been destroyed (attributes 

Strength Boon 
Remove the right-most 

 

2

2

2

Lesser Boons

2  H O N O R  T O KE N S  :   C H O O S E  O N E

Final Banishing 
Drive Ronak from the 

 

this game-ending move if: 

 

 are on the map

2) All three honor 

 tokens are available

3) Tuuk-Tuuk is adjacent 

 to Ronak on the map

 
You Win!

Final Banishing
U S E  3  H O N O R  T O KE N S
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The primary movement die shows 
red (strength), so you must move 
Ronak one region toward the red 
attribute circle. However, Ronak 
has two equally viable movement 
options.

Initial Roll: Secondary Roll: 1a

1b

2

1b
1a

Example 1: 
(Movement + Charge)

In this instance, you roll the 
secondary die, which results 
in blue (knowledge). Ronak 
moves to the Holy Spire. 
Because Ronak is also using 
the Charge ability, move again 
(in a straight line) to the Inn.

If the secondary die roll had 
resulted in orange or yellow, 
he would have moved to the 
Library, (then to the Arcane 
Tower due to Charge ability).

Charge 
(red+blue)

Root Pull

Charge 
(red+yellow)

Ronak:  Movement and Abilitiy Examples



Initial Roll: Secondary Roll:

Initial Roll: Secondary Roll:

3

Example 2: 
(Shriek + Root Pull) 
(if you roll opposites)

Example 3: 
(Drain the Earth) 
(if you roll doubles)

In this instance, you must 
roll the secondary die as 
Ronak moves toward red. 

The result is green (wisdom), so 
Ronak uses a Root Pull, moving 
you adjacent to him. Then, after 
the white movement dice are 
resolved, he also uses his Shriek 
ability, forcing you to add 1 
influence to each companion.

Initial Roll: Panic Reroll:

Example 4: 
(Dead End:  Panic) 
(if Ronak can’t complete 
his normal movement)

In this instance, Ronak has 
moved as far as possible 
on the island, infuriating 

him.  He Panics,  immediately 
executes using his Shriek ability 
(forcing you to add influence to 
each companion) and then retries 
his move ability:  re-roll the 
primary movement die—this time 
it’s green, so Ronak moves onto 
the Monastery. Ronak can panic 
multiple times in a row.

In this instance, you must 
roll the secondary die as 
Ronak has equal options 

moving toward purple (opposite 
of yellow). The result is another 
purple, so Ronak does not 
move at all.

Instead, he uses the 
Drain the Earth ability, 
snuffing all adjacent 
spirit fires (in this 
instance, return the 
spirit fire token 
from the arcane 
tower to the track 
board. If you are 
adjacent to Ronak, 
he also kills your 
champion (the 
companion with the 
lowest initiative number). 
 
Then, after movement, he 
performs the Rampage 
action, taking another turn!

4

Snuffed Spirit Fire goes 
back to the track3

2
4
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Yellow Companions

 → Ambassador 
Kaladre

 → Kheya, the 
Ascended

 → Oneth, of the 
Folded Leaf

 → The Black Dove

 → The Zharyan 
Sisters

Red Companions

 → Herk

 → Ga’nok, Son of 
Ve’nok

 → Groll, Heart of 
Flame

 → Nalin, 
Dangerously 
Debonair 

 → Yanos, the Lost 
Aspiration

Blue Companions

 → Adena, the Living 
Journal 

 → Adren, the 
Methodical

 → Durgle, the 
Determined

 → Storytellers Hira 
and Gan

 → Zinh, Wind in the 
Trees

Ambassador Kaladre

42

Kaladre counts toward 
both wisdom and 

inspiration mastery.
7 5

Herk

42

Herk counts toward 
both courage and 

strength mastery.
7 5

Adena, the Living Journal 

2 4

Adena counts toward 
both vision and 

knowledge mastery.
7 5

Kheya, the Ascended

22

 
this turn (you must pay any costs).

Ga’nok, Son of Ve’nok

If you roll a die, you may instead 
roll twice and choose from the results.

22

Adren, the Methodical

If you gain control of one or 
more regions this turn, gain:

1

22

Oneth, of the Folded Leaf

22

Passive ability: 
Players cannot gain control of any of your 
regions if you are adjacent to one of them.

Groll, Heart of Flame

At the end of the game, 
each completed quest reward 

22

2

Durgle, the Determined

Augment 1 potential to 

you have attained.

32

The Black Dove 

3

When you visit a region 
controlled by another player, 

2

Nalin, Dangerously Debonair

32

Taking control of an occupied 
region requires only 1 conviction 

and grants 1 additional:
1

Storytellers Hira and Gan

 

roll the white attribute die.

22

The Zharyan Sisters

Passive ability: 
Other players cannot affect your yellow 

33

Yanos, the Lost Aspiration

activating Yanos does not 

21

1

Zinh, Wind in the Trees

Other players gain no honor when 
you visit regions they control.

22

Solo Mode:  Preparation

Companion, Monster, Relic, and Trait Cards 

For either solo adventure, remove the 30 cards listed below 
from the game and place them back in the box.
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Monsters

 → Drogas, the Living 
Darkness 

 → Drurg, Wanton 
Smasher

 → Mornak, Lost in 
Shadow

 → Smoldering Fright 
Crawler

 → Twin Voices of 
Fear and Despair

Relics

 → Mirror of 
Alternate 
Realities

 → Pouch of 
Glowberries

 → Taker of Stars

 → That Which Was 
Broken

 → Timeworn Mask 
of the Invader

Traits

 → Gallantry 

 → Humility

 → Impunity

 → Persistance

 → Resiliance

4

Drogas, the Living Darkness

1

Mirror of Alternate Realities

4

.

Gallantry

5

2

5

Drurg, Wanton Smasher

1

Pouch of Glowberries

6

Humility

7

Passive: 

5

Mornak, Lost in Shadow

1

Taker of Stars

4

Impunity

6

Passive: 

2

6

Smoldering Fright Crawler

.
22

That Which Was Broken

4

7

Persistence

4

2

4

Twin Voices of Fear and Despair 

3

Timeworn Mask of the Invader

2

Resilience

6

Solo Mode:  Preparation Game design, 
story & concept: 
Marc Neidlinger

Expansion design: 
Marc Neidlinger 
Tom Mattson
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registered trademark 
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“The Awakening” Cheat Sheet
Ronak Abilities Roam the Island Final Banishing

Lesser Boons Greater Boons

INSPIRATION 
Use 2 honor tokens: 
ignite 1 spirit fire on 
any open space 
(no restrictions apply).

COURAGE 
Use 2 honor tokens:  
find your courage— 
take an extra turn 
(must be adjacent).

KNOWLEDGE 
Use 2 honor tokens: 
visit a region that 
has been destroyed 
(attributes required).

VISION 
Use 2 honor tokens: 
Choose the result of 
any single die roll 
before rolling.

STRENGTH 
Use 2 honor tokens:  
remove the 
highest gray 
annihilation token 
from the track.

Use any number of 
honor tokens:  move 
Tuuk-Tuuk that 
many regions on the 
map (can be split).

CHARGE 
Ronak 
moves 2 
spaces in a 

straight line.

SHRIEK 
Add 1 
influence 
to all 

companions, or 
those companions 
flee (back to the box).

RAMPAGE 
Ronak takes 
a second 
turn.

DRAIN THE EARTH 
Ronak snuffs out all 
adjacent spirit fires.

If you are adjacent, 
Ronak kills your 
champion. If Tuuk-
Tuuk is adjacent, 
Ronak deals a blow.

ON DOUBLES:

ON OPPOSITES:

ROOT PULL 
Move to the closest 
space adjacent to 
Ronak.

DEAD END 
(If Ronak is on the 
edge of the map and 
can’t complete his 
movement, he gains 
both SHRIEK AND 
RAMPAGE).

or

or

GAME-ENDING MOVE 
Tuuk-Tuuk uses 
enough power to 
banish Ronak, the 
Earth Trembler.
(Tuuk-Tuuk must be 
adjacent to Ronak 
and 6 spirit fires 
must be on the 
map). You win!

WISDOM 
Use 2 honor 
tokens: return up 
to 5 influence from 
companions to your 
influence sphere.

=

+

+

+


